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Upper Intermediate 27th January 2012

Holocaust Memorial Day: Speak Up, Speak Out
Aims:

• To raise awareness of International Holocaust Memorial Day through
examining individual stories and using recently acquired language (modals,
conditionals, vocabulary of feeling, vocabulary of risk taking).

• To develop communication and summarising skills through group discussion
• To express opinion about the significance of the Holocaust and whether an

international memorial day is necessary/why it’s important.

Activities/tasks:

1. Introduction
What is today?  WB International Holocaust Memorial Day – discuss in
pairs what you think this means/refers to.
 FB – CCQ ‘holocaust’ and ‘memorial’ (remember/remind)

2. Setting context
Put Ss in groups of 3 to brainstorm what they already know about the
Holocaust
 FB  WB spider diagram
Use visual aids as possible prompts – yellow stars, Auschwitz, Eichmann,
trains etc…
 CCQ victim, perpetrator, bystander, rescuer – PowerPoint matching ex.
on IWB
 discuss (groups? Whole class?) what life was like under Nazi occupation
(CCQ)

3. Listening
Linking to recent lessons on human behaviour in extreme (life and death)
situations, we are going to look at how some people responded to the
situations they found themselves in …

 Irena Sendler pre-teaching vocab task
 Irena Sendler clip

 watch for gist – who was Irena Sendler, what did she do?
 watch for detail – how did she smuggle Jewish children out of the

ghetto? Who else helped the children? How did she keep their Jewish
identities recorded? Why did she do this?

PTO 
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4. Dilemmas group task
CCQ dilemma – a difficult choice to make between two or more options
 Ss work in groups of 3 to discuss the stories they read and complete two
tasks: 1) who is this person? Summarise (ICQ) their situation. 2) Write
sentences using modals or conditionals describing the dilemmas these people
faced and what you think they might/would/could/should have done…
 FB 1) Janusz Korczak 2) Anna Wiecek 3) Franz Wolfhart 4) Freddie
Knoller 5) Gad Beck

Additional possible tasks on this year’s theme:
5. Watch the HMD YouTube video ‘Speak Up, Speak Out’
6. Read Pastor Niemoller’s poem and discuss what it means

Plenary/discussion
7. Is an international HMD necessary / important / how should we memorialise

genocide?

You Tube links:

Zegota saves 50000 Jews -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CM8LYxQrsU&feature=related

Irena Sendler – 2min 18sec
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opc0yAhbVNk&feature=related

Key to abbreviations:
CCQ = concept checking questions
ICQ = instruction checking questions
FB = feedback
WB = white board
IWB = interactive whiteboard
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Irena Sendler – pre-teaching vocab matching task

1. occupation a) To send someone out of a country

2. ghetto
b) The action of becoming involved in a particular

issue or problem in order to influence it

3. smuggle
c) A deadly and infectious disease that is caught

from rotten food or dirty water

4. deport d) A historical record

5. typhus
e) To keep behind e.g. when somebody has been

arrested

6. convent
f) A usually poor area of a city where Nazis forced

Jews to live

7. archive
g) The action of fighting against or refusing to co-

operate with something

8. reunite h) A place where nuns live

9. detain i) The Nazi secret police

10. Gestapo
j) The action of using military force to take control

of another country

11. intervention k) To meet again, usually after a long separation

12. resistance
l) To take someone or something secretly or illegally

into or out of a place

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opc0yAhbVNk&feature=related
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2. Watch the clip again and answer these questions:

a) How did Irena Sendler smuggle Jewish children out of the ghetto?

b) Who else helped the children?

c) How did she record the Jewish identities of the children she helped? Why
do you think she did this?

d) Was Irena ever caught? What happened to her?

e) How was Irena recognised for her bravery after the war?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opc0yAhbVNk&feature=related

Irena Sendler (1910-2008)

1. Watch the documentary clip.

Who was Irena Sendler? What did she do?


